Melanin granule models for the processes of laser-induced thermal damage in pigmented retinal tissues. I. Modeling of laser-induced heating of melanosomes and selective thermal processes in retinal tissues.
The computer modeling was applied for investigation of the processes of laser-induced tissue damage. The melanin granule models for the processes of laser-induced thermal damage and the results of computer modeling of the optical, thermophysical, and thermochemical processes during selective laser interaction with melanoprotein granules (melanosomes) in retinal pigment epithelium are presented in this paper. Physical-mathematical model and system of equations are formulated which describe thermal interaction processes for "short" laser pulses of duration t (p)<10(-6) s and for " long' pulses of duration t(p) > 10(-6) s. Results of numerical simulation of the processes give the space-time distributions of temperature and degrees of thermodenaturation of the protein molecules inside and around melanosomes and in the volume of irradiated tissues. Energy absorption, heat transfer and thermochemical (thermodenaturation, coagulation) processes occurring during the interaction of laser pulses with pigmented spherical and spheroidal granules in heterogeneous tissues are theoretically investigated. The possibility for selective interaction of short laser pulses with pigmented granules is discussed which results in the formation of denaturation microregions inside and near the pigmented granules (granular thermodenaturation) without origination of a continuous macroscopic thermodenaturation lesion in tissue. Analytical model of heating of single spherical and spheroidal granule under laser pulse is presented. Simple equations for time dependencies of particle temperature are obtained. The presented results are of essential interest for laser applications in and can be used for investigation of laser interaction with pigmented tissues in different fields of laser medicine.